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Background   TOP
The HTML coding and structure used in JDS HTML files has developed over time since 1996. The principal concept has 
been to keep to a limited code set using a text editor approach rather than use a proprietary HTML editor or MS Word HTML 
export. In the early days there were a number of HTML browsers available which used differing code sets and some 
customers had their own customised HTML browsers. It is still considered a proper objective to keep the HTML code simple 
until XML can provide a more flexible and acceptable way of presenting Jane’s data to customers in their chosen 
environments. 

The presentation structure of JDS files has also developed over time, but is similar for all publications. Within the <head> of 
the file is the meta data, within the <body> of the file the data is bounded by <!-- comment fields -->. The meta data fields 
are standard in all files and will exist when there is no content for the field with the exception of one field to be explained 
later. There are a limited number of comment fields used to express JDS data. The comment fields at the beginning of the 
<body> of the file are usually standard but the comment fields are not in a fixed structure, a field may be used more than 
once or not at all. 

Presentation structure is as follows: 

Meta data   TOP
The meta data is extracted from the main body of a record (file) and is used for purposes of indexing and display within 
interfaces on janes.com. It also allows customers to use the content similarly. The meta data is not displayed directly to the 
customer when browsing the record. 

(The lines are numbered for reference only and are not in the HTML): 

1. <head>
2. <title>JEOD 19-Nov-2002 *DATA SUMMARY/USA</title>
3. <META NAME="Publication" CONTENT="Jane's Explosive Ordnance Disposal">
4. <META NAME="PubAbbrev" CONTENT="JEOD">
5. <META NAME="VolIssue" CONTENT="">
6. <META NAME="Edition" CONTENT="2003-2004">
7. <META NAME="PubDate" CONTENT="20030708">
8. <META NAME="PostDate" CONTENT="20021119">
9. <META NAME="Section" CONTENT="DATA SUMMARY">
10. <META NAME="Country" CONTENT="United States">
11. <META NAME="Company" CONTENT="">
12. <META NAME="Division" CONTENT="">
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13. <META NAME="Title" CONTENT="">
14. <META NAME="Toc1" CONTENT="DATA SUMMARY">
15. <META NAME="Toc2" CONTENT=" United States ">
16. <META NAME="Toc3" CONTENT="">
17. <META NAME="Toc4" CONTENT="">
18. <META NAME="Credit" CONTENT="COLIN KING | A N OTHER">
19. <META NAME="OrgID" CONTENT="19102|404908">
20 <META NAME="ChronLink" CONTENT="jmmc2003/jmmc0123.htm:12-Mar-2002|jmmc/jmmc1003.htm:16-Nov-2002">
21. </head> 

Notes:
Line 2; JEOD publication acronym; 19-Nov-2002 date posted to janes.com; ‘*’ in this position indicates there is one or more 
images with the data; DATA SUMMARY is the section; USA is the country section for this data within the DATA SUMMARY 
section; other information such as title of the data or company name may be displayed. Each piece of information is 
separated by ‘/’. The format for this line has been implemented for all publications from 9 May 2003. Sentinel and Special 
reports have used this format since September 2002. The JDS archive and Online archive have been updated to this format. 

The format prior to 9 May 2003 and how JDS HTML customers will have retained any archive was:
2. <title>JEOD 19/11/02 - *DATA SUMMARY/USA</title>
No action is being taken to update customer archives to the new format.
The differences are the date format being changed from dd/mm/yy to dd-mmm-yyyy, the ‘-‘ position displayed a publication 
page number in the early years until abandoned when the page number could not be maintained, and is now removed. 

Line 6; 2003-2004 is the publication year for the hard copy edition if this data is printed 

Line 7; 20030708 is the hard copy publication date ie 8 July 2003. For a monthly publication this may be shown as 
20030700 for a July 2003 publication. 

Line 8; 20021119 is the date the electronic content is released for publication to janes.com. This is known as the Posting 
date. When the hardcopy is published before the electronic this data should be the hardcopy publication date. 

Line 9; Section can be a country, platform type (eg frigates), equipment type (eg rifles), information type (eg news briefs) 

Line 10; Country shows the country of manufacture or the operator or country of content (eg Sentinel). Capitalised casing is 
used. Country names are to be validated against the Jane’s country name standard. 

Line 11; Company shows the name of an organisation, manufacturer, consultancy, agency etc 

Line 12; Division identifies a record that is a division, sub-organisation of a major organisation. 

Line 13; Title is platform name, equipment name, story headline etc; 

Lines 14-17; Fields that will assist ordering the records of a publication into a sequence appropriate to the publication usually 
formed from the contents of Lines 7 and 9-13, not necessarily in the same order as the hardcopy publication. Originally 
designed for a potential software interface to indexed data 

Line 18; The name of the editor, contributor, journalist etc. More than one name may be shown. Text in upper case only. The 
separation between names is the ‘|’ character. This content is repeated at the end of the record (see below). 

Line 19; This field is the exception and is only used in Reference data where the record is to be linked to one or more 
organisations (ie manufacturers, companies etc) for mailing purposes. The number refers to the Organisation ID in the ABC/
IDD database. 

Line 20; This field is also an exception and is used in principally Reference data at present to link the current record to its 
previous version which should be held in an archive with the shown directory/folder structure. In Jane's Online service all 
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links in this field will be available. Other customers will be able to use this field to link with the Jane's content they hold in 
archive.

Body data   TOP
This is the main body of data displayed to a customer, certain HTML coding will format the display, other coding identify 
fields of content. 

1.  All records should have the following HTML to set the colour etc. and display the Jane’s logo to identify the content as 
a Jane’s product. The html.jpg file has to be in the same directory as the current record and delivered to the customer 
with data files. See ‘Changed’ Text below for green text. 

 
<body bgcolor="#DDDDDD" text="#000000" link="#0000FF" vlink="#FF0000" alink="#00AA00">
<center>
<img src="html.jpg" border=0 alt="Jane's Information Group">
<p>
</center> 

2.  The following is typical of a Reference record with the Section field and Country field displayed. Other records may 
have just the Section. Careful observation of the publication content is essential. Each comment field opener and 
closer is on a separate line to it’s content. Where more than one field is displayed in this part there is a ‘, ‘ separator. 

<strong>
<!-- SECTION -->
DATA SUMMARY,
<!-- /SECTION -->
<!-- COUNTRY -->
United States
<!-- /COUNTRY -->
</strong> 

3.  This part is to display the number of images available in this record and provides a link to the first image. Images are 
situated at the end of the record in most of the current electronic publications. The exceptions are Sentinel and 
Special Reports, where images are in position with context. 

<!-- IMAGECOUNT -->
<table width=100%>
<tr><td align="right">
<a href="#img"><strong>2 Images</strong></a></td></tr>
</table>
<!-- /IMAGECOUNT --> 

4.  This part is to display the number of video clips available in this record and provides a link to the first video. Video 
clips are situated at the end of the record in most of the current electronic publications. 

<!-- VIDEOCOUNT -->
<table width=100%>
<tr><td align="right">
<a href="#vid"><strong>1 Video</strong></a></td></tr>
</table>
<!-- /VIDEOCOUNT --> 

5.  To display the Posting Date: 

<!-- DATE -->
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<p align="right">
<font size=-1><b>Date Posted: 19-Nov-2002</b></font>
<!-- /DATE -->
<p> 

6.  The publication title where this currently appears in hardcopy or electronic only title is shown here. Capitalised case is 
used. This section of the file is separated by a horizontal rule <hr>. 

<center>
<font size=-1> Jane's Explosive Ordnance Disposal </font></center>
<hr>
<p> 

7.  Most records will have a Title and is coded as follows. Casing will be as in original data. No action taken to change it. 

<!-- TITLE -->
<h2> PRODUCTION - AIR-LAUNCHED ROCKETS </h2>
<!-- /TITLE --> 

8.  If there is no Title any appropriate Comment Field for the content will be used. The current list of Comment Fields is 
shown below. Explanation of usage will be given where considered appropriate or not self-evident. These fields will be 
used throughout this <body> section. 

9.  The end of the record has a standard format as follows. The Update Status will not appear in News publication data or 
other data that is not routinely updated. The complete Image field will be repeated for each image of the record. A 
horizontal line precedes the copyright line which is required in all records. The copyright year is important. It is the 
year the record is created and published electronically. It is independent of the dates for the hard copy publication. 
The Credit field will be empty if there is no name for the credit. The credit name will be in Capitalised case and 
separated by a semi-colon after each name. 

<!-- UPDATE STATUS -->
<table width=90%>
<tr><td align="right"><i><b>UPDATED </b></i></td></tr>
</table>
<!-- /UPDATE STATUS -->
<p>
<!-- IMAGE -->
<a name="img"></a>
<table>
<tr> <td>
<a href="images/p0234.jpg"><img src="images/s0234.jpg" align="left" alt="Bulgarian 57 mm S-5KO HEAT/frag 
rocket"></a></td> <td><i>Bulgarian 57 mm S-5KO HEAT/frag rocket</i><br>
<i>(2001)</i></td></tr>
</table>
<!-- /IMAGE -->
<hr>
<table border=0 width=100%>
<tr><td align="left">
<font size=-1>&#169; 2003 Jane's Information Group</font></td><td align="right">
<font size=-1><b>
<!-- CREDIT -->
Colin King; A N Other
<!-- /CREDIT -->
</b></font></td></tr>
</table>
</body>
</html> 
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10.  It should be noted that data not within appropriate Comment fields is to be bounded by the Text field. This will ensure 
at any future date, and the facility is available, all the data in a record may be indexed by individual areas of data and 
may be displayed, printed or saved as such.

<!-- TEXT -->
<p>
Text and coding …
<!-- /TEXT --> 

Comment fields   TOP
This is a listing of all the current Comment Fields used. The Terms of Reference will provide more detail. 

<!-- ADDRESS --> <!-- /ADDRESS -->
<!-- ALTERNATIVE NAME --> <!-- /ALTERNATIVE NAME -->
<!-- BEAM (m) --> <!-- /BEAM (m) -->
<!-- BUILDING --> <!-- /BUILDING -->
<!-- COMPANY NAME --> <!-- /COMPANY NAME -->
<!-- COUNTRY --> <!-- /COUNTRY -->
<!-- CREDIT --> <!-- /CREDIT -->
<!-- DATE --> <!-- /DATE -->
<!-- DISP.DIVED (tonnes) --> <!-- /DISP.DIVED (tonnes) -->
<!-- DISP.FULL LOAD (tonnes) --> <!-- /DISP.FULL LOAD (tonnes) -->
<!-- DISP.STANDARD (tonnes) --> <!-- /DISP.STANDARD (tonnes) -->
<!-- DISP.SURFACED (tonnes) --> <!-- /DISP.SURFACED (tonnes) -->
<!-- DIVISION NAME --> <!-- /DIVISION NAME -->
<!-- DRAUGHT (m) --> <!-- /DRAUGHT (m) -->
<!-- GROUP_AGENCY_REGION --> <!-- /GROUP_AGENCY_REGION -->
<!-- HEIGHT (m) --> <!-- /HEIGHT (m) -->
<!-- HOVERING CEILING (m) --> <!-- /HOVERING CEILING (m) -->
<!-- HULLS --> <!-- /HULLS -->
<!-- IMAGE --> <!-- /IMAGE -->
<!-- IMAGECOUNT --> <!-- /IMAGECOUNT -->
<!-- IN SERVICE --> <!-- /IN SERVICE -->
<!-- INTRODUCTION --> <!-- /INTRODUCTION -->
<!-- KEY PERSONNEL --> <!-- /KEY PERSONNEL -->
<!-- LANDING RUN (m) --> <!-- /LANDING RUN (m) -->
<!-- LENGTH (m) --> <!-- /LENGTH (m) -->
<!-- MAX LEVEL SPEED (kts) --> <!-- /MAX LEVEL SPEED (kts) -->
<!-- MAX RANGE (nm) --> <!-- /MAX RANGE (nm) -->
<!-- MAX RATE CLIMB (m/min) --> <!-- /MAX RATE CLIMB (m/min) -->
<!-- MAX T-O WEIGHT (kg) --> <!-- /MAX T-O WEIGHT (kg) -->
<!-- MAX WING LOAD (kg/m{2}) -->    <!-- /MAX WING LOAD (kg/m{2}) -->
<!-- MEAS.DWT (tonnes) --> <!-- /MEAS.DWT (tonnes) -->
<!-- MEAS.GROSS (tonnes) --> <!-- /MEAS.GROSS (tonnes) -->
<!-- MEAS.NET (tonnes) --> <!-- /MEAS.NET (tonnes) -->
<!-- PRODUCTS --> <!-- /PRODUCTS -->
<!-- PROPOSED/TRANSFER --> <!-- /PROPOSED/TRANSFER -->
<!-- RANGE (nm) --> <!-- /RANGE (nm) -->
<!-- REFERENCE --> <!-- /REFERENCE -->
<!-- RESERVE --> <!-- /RESERVE -->
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<!-- ROTOR DIAMETER (m) --> <!-- /ROTOR DIAMETER (m) -->
<!-- SECTION --> <!-- /SECTION -->
<!-- SERVICE CEILING (m) --> <!-- /SERVICE CEILING (m) -->
<!-- SPECIFICATIONS --> <!-- /SPECIFICATIONS -->
<!-- SPEED (knots) --> <!-- /SPEED (knots) -->
<!-- T-O RUN (m) --> <!-- /T-O RUN (m) -->
<!-- TEXT --> <!-- /TEXT -->
<!-- TITLE --> <!-- /TITLE -->
<!-- UPDATE STATUS --> <!-- /UPDATE STATUS -->
<!-- VIDEO --> <!-- /VIDEO -->
<!-- VIDEOCOUNT --> <!-- /VIDEOCOUNT -->
<!-- WING SPAN (m) --> <!-- /WING SPAN (m) -->

Font,character style and lists
No font is set within JDS HTML. Font size is limited to using <h2> for Titles and ‘-1’ within the paragraphs 5, 6, 7 and 9 
above for particular pieces of information. Bold, italic and underline codes are used where intended by the editor. The 
<ul><li> listing codes are used for bulleted paragraphs. The indent code <dir> is used in some Special Reports but has very 
limited use elsewhere. The paragraph <p> is normally used without the appropriate end code of </p> unless it includes 
attribute codes. 

‘CHANGE’ text   TOP
Where the Update Status is shown as UPDATED the text that is changed will be highlighted as green characters. This text is 
coded with <font color="#006600"> at the start and terminated with </font>. NEW records will be all green text. 

Tables   TOP
Tables are normally set within the data before being processed for JDS HTML and an example follows. This format is 
usually left unchanged. Tables without width and other parameters are not normally changed to include such settings, when 
included will usually be expressed as a percentage not a fixed width. 

<table border cellspacing=1>
<tr><td width="12%" valign="top">
<p>
<b>SAM</b></td> <td width="12%" valign="middle">
<p>
<b>AAM</b></td> <td width="13%" valign="middle">
<p>
<b>ASM</b></td> <td width="25%" valign="middle">
<p>
<b>Bombs</b></td> <td width="13%" valign="middle">
<p>
<b>Mortars</b></td> <td width="10%" valign="middle">
<p>
<b>Rockets</b></td> <td width="16%" valign="middle">
<p>
<b>Anti-tank</b></td> </tr>
</table> 

Non-standard characters   TOP
Care has to be taken to present accented characters and special characters using the appropriate HTML coding. These 
characters should not be displayed as e.g. é for e acute. Accented characters should be coded as &eacute; or &#233; 
format. If the code number to be used is above 255 then care must be taken to use an alternative code if available as not all 
browsers interpret the code above 255 appropriately. 

Terms of Reference   TOP
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Address Usually the address of a company. May include the telephone, fax and telex 
numbers etc. May also include physical information such as site area size, 
staff numbers etc.

Alternative Name In IDD and ABC used to identify a company by another known name.

Beam (m) The greatest width of a ship - parametric data extracted from the record – 
JFS, JMS

Building The number of ships in the building programme within a class - parametric 
data extracted from the record – JFS

Company name This may refer to an organisation (eg Ministry of Defence), manufacturer, 
consultancy, agency etc

Country In Reference publications usually the country of manufacture. It can be the 
operating country as in Jane’s Fighting Ships. When used as a comment 
field more than one may be valid in a file. Within meta data the country 
name must be valid with the Jane’s country name standard and in 
capitalised type.

Credit The name of the editor, contributor, journalist etc. More than one name may 
be shown. In the meta data section text in upper case only. The separation 
between names is the ‘|’ character. In the end section of the record the 
names are capitalised and separated by a semi-colon.

Disp.dived (tonnes)
Disp.full load 
Disp.standard
Disp.surfaced

The displacement of ships under certain conditions - parametric data 
extracted from the record – JFS

Division name This is mainly used for International Defence Directory and International 
ABC Directory where it identifies separate divisions of a large organisation in 
a separate file.

Draught (m) Depth from waterline to keel for a ship – parametric data extracted from the 
record – JFS, JMS

Edition The year or period this publication is considered valid

GROUP_AGENCY_REGION This is used in TWR to indicate the name(s) of a terrorist group or agency 
and the region of the world referred to in the record

Height (m) The height of an aircraft - parametric data extracted from the record – 
JAWA, JAU

Hovering ceiling (m) The hovering ceiling of a helicopter - parametric data extracted from the 
record – JAWA, JAU
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Hulls A table holding the names of ships within a class and may include builder, 
commissioning dates and other valid information - JFS

Image The field holding the filename, caption, copyright holder and date of an 
image, will also include the thumbnail reference for display in the record. 
Images have a prefix to the barcode number; ‘p’ is for photograph, screen 
shot, artist impression or a picture other than the following – ‘m’ is a map, ‘l’ 
is a line drawing showing plan and profile views with the aspects of scale, ‘g’ 
is a graphic which may include 3D line drawing, text over photos, charts or 
wire diagrams.

Imagecount The number of images included in the record. There is a link to the first 
image. Currently a link is not made to subsequent images in the record.

In service The number of ships within a class in active service – parametric data 
extracted from the record – JFS, JMS

Introduction The ‘stand first’ paragraph of a record. Usually within a news story.

Key personnel The titles and names of key personnel within an organisation, may also 
include their telephone and fax numbers.

Landing run (m) The distance an aircraft requires to land - parametric data extracted from the 
record – JAWA, JAU

Length (m) The length of a ship, aircraft - parametric data extracted from the record – 
JFS, JMS, JAWA, JAU

Max level speed (kts) The maximum level speed of an aircraft. Usually the highest of the aircraft 
types within a record - parametric data extracted from the record – JAWA, 
JAU

Max range (nm) The maximum range of an aircraft, the condition is not included. Usually the 
highest if more than one is given – parametric data extracted from the record 
– JAWA, JAU

Max rate of climb (m/min) An aircraft’s maximum rate of climb - parametric data extracted from the 
record – JAWA, JAU

Max T-O weight (kg) An aircraft’s maximum take-off weight - parametric data extracted from the 
record – JAWA, JAU

Max wing load (kg/m{2}) Aircraft maximum take-off weight divided by wing area - parametric data 
extracted from the record – JAWA, JAU

Meas.dwt (tonnes)
Meas.gross
Meas.net

Measurement is a computed capacity of a ship’s hull. Dwt is dead weight – 
parametric data extracted from the record – JFS, JMS

Platform Ship, aircraft, vehicle etc that is fitted with other equipment
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Posting date
PostDate

The date the data (record / file) is available in final QA’d electronic format for 
posting to janes.com archive. If the date finally available in electronic form is 
after hard copy publication the hard copy publication date should be used for 
the PostDate

Products The products of an organisation mainly in IDD and ABC but has been used 
in other publications

Proposed/Transfer Number of ships being transferred – parametric data extracted from the 
record – JFS

PubAbbrev A designated abbreviation/acronym for this product. Allocated by the Data 
Standards Manager.

PubDate The date of publishing as hardcopy or electronic only. 

Range (nm) The range of a ship, the condition is not included and is the highest shown – 
parametric data extracted from the record – JFS

Reference The identification number of a company’s record in the IDD and ABC 
database (used in the OrgId meta data). 

Rotor diameter (m) The diameter of a helicopter’s rotor(s) – parametric data extracted from the 
record – JAWA, JAU

Section This is the title given by editors to parts of their publication. It can be a 
country, platform type (eg frigates), equipment type (eg rifles), information 
type (eg news briefs). It can be described as an area of information.

Service ceiling (m) The service ceiling of helicopters – parametric data extracted from the 
record – JAWA, JAU

Specifications The factual information about a platform or equipment’s attributes.

Speed (knots) Speed of a ship, usually the maximum – parametric data extracted from the 
record – JFS

Text This field name is used to hold all general text that is not held within other 
fields.

Title The platform name, equipment name, country name, company name, story 
headline etc usually the subject of the file.

T-O run (m) The distance required for an aircraft to take off, usually the longest – 
parametric data extracted from the record – JAWA, JAU

Toc1, 2, 3, 4 Fields that will assist ordering the records of a publication into a sequence 
appropriate to the publication, not necessarily in the same order as the 
hardcopy publication. Originally designed for a potential software interface to 
indexed data.
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Update status The status of the content at the Posting Date. The status will be New, 
Updated or Verified and is applied to content that is regularly updated ie 
Reference content. News data will not have a status.

Video The field holding the filename, caption, copyright holder and date of a video, 
will also include the thumbnail reference for display in the record

Videocount The number of videos included in the record. There is a link to the first video. 
Currently a link is not made to subsequent videos in the record.

VolIssue The Volume and Issue number for the hardcopy particularly or can be in an 
electronic only record.

Wing span (m) The length of an aircraft’s wing span, usually the largest shown – parametric 
data extracted from the record – JAWA, JAU

 

JTIC   TOP
The Jane's Terrorism and Insurgency Centre records have some additional meta data fields with are also shared with TWR. 
The fields are as follows: 

<META NAME="CountryReferences" CONTENT="Afghanistan|Pakistan|Indonesia|Malaysia|Philippines|Singapore">
<META NAME="RegionReferences" CONTENT="South Asia|Southeast Asia">
<META NAME="TerritoryReferences" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="TerroristGroupName" CONTENT="Gerakin Aceh Merdeka (GAM)|Al-Qaeda|Abu Sayyaf|Laskar Jihad|
Jemaah Islamiyya (JI)|Indonesian Islamic Liberation Front (IILF)|Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF)">

The field content is considered self evident from the field names. This information is captured at the creation of the record.

TWR   TOP
The Terrorism Watch Report records have a number of additional meta data fields and a sample of a full record is as follows:

The field content is considered self evident from the field names. This information is captured at the creation of the record.

<html>
<head>
<title>TWR 22-Apr-2003 Burundi rebels threaten to increase attacks</title>
<META NAME="Publication" CONTENT="Jane's Terrorism Watch Report - Daily Update">
<META NAME="PubAbbrev" CONTENT="TWR">
<META NAME="PubAbbrev2" CONTENT="JTIC">
<META NAME="VolIssue" CONTENT="1/146">
<META NAME="Edition" CONTENT="2003">
<META NAME="PubDate" CONTENT="20030422">
<META NAME="PostDate" CONTENT="20030422">
<META NAME="Section" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="Country" CONTENT="Burundi">
<META NAME="Company" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="Division" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="Title" CONTENT="Burundi rebels threaten to increase attacks">
<META NAME="Toc1" CONTENT="April 22, 2003">
<META NAME="Toc2" CONTENT="Forces pour la D&#233;fense de la D&#233;mocratie (FDD)">
<META NAME="Toc3" CONTENT="">
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<META NAME="Toc4" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="Credit" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="CountryReferences" CONTENT="Burundi">
<META NAME="TerritoryReferences" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="RegionReferences" CONTENT="Central Africa">
<META NAME="RegionOfOrigin" CONTENT="Burundi">
<META NAME="DateOfEvent" CONTENT="20030422">
<META NAME="TerroristGroupType" CONTENT="Political">
<META NAME="TerroristGroupName" CONTENT="Forces pour la Defense de la Democratic (FDD)">
<META NAME="TerroristGroupRegionOfOrigin" CONTENT="Central Africa">
<META NAME="TerroristGroupCountryOfOrigin" CONTENT="Burundi">
<META NAME="CounterterroristGroupType" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="CounterterroristGroupRegionOfOrigin" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="CounterterroristGroupCountryOfOrigin" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="CounterterroristGroupName" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="LocationOfAttackRegion" CONTENT="Central Africa">
<META NAME="LocationOfAttackCountry" CONTENT="Burundi">
<META NAME="TerroristEventType" CONTENT="Attack">
<META NAME="TerroristTactic" CONTENT="Other">
<META NAME="TerroristTarget" CONTENT="Domestic">
<META NAME="TerroristTargetName" CONTENT="FDD artillery assault on Bujumbura, Burundi">
<META NAME="NumberOfTargetedFatalities" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="NumberOfTargetedWounded" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="NumberOfPerpetratorFatalities" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="NumberOfPerpetratorWounded" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="NumberOfPerpetratorCaptured" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="NumberOfNonTargetFatalities" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="NumberOfNonTargetWounded" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="NumberOfKidnappedPersonnel" CONTENT="">
<META NAME="Source" CONTENT="BBC News">
</head>
<body bgcolor="#DDDDDD" text="#000000" link="#0000FF" vlink="#FF0000" alink="#00AA00">
<center>
<img src=html.jpg border=0></center>
<strong>

<!-- COUNTRY -->
Burundi
<!-- /COUNTRY -->
,&nbsp;&nbsp;
<!-- GROUP_AGENCY_REGION -->
Forces pour la D&#233;fense de la D&#233;mocratie (FDD)
<!-- /GROUP_AGENCY_REGION -->
<p align=right><font size=-1><b>Date Posted:
<!-- DATE -->
22-Apr-2003
<!-- /DATE -->
</b></font></p></strong>
<center><font size=-1>
Jane's Terrorism Watch Report - Daily Update
</font></center>
<hr>
<p><b>
<!-- TITLE -->
Burundi rebels threaten to increase attacks
<!-- /TITLE -->
</b></p>
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<!-- TEXT -->
BURUNDI'S main Hutu rebel group has threatened to increase the intensity of its attacks on the country's capital, 
Bujumbura, BBC News reports. The Forces for Defence of Democracy (FDD) have been shelling the capital and other cities 
since last Thursday. An FDD spokesman said the group would step up its attacks until the government agreed to restart 
ceasefire talks, and accused the government of ignoring an agreement reached last December under which the rebels 
would take seats in a power-sharing government. Current president Pierre Buyoya, an ethnic Tutsi, is due to hand over 
power to a Hutu deputy on 1 May as part of the peace deal. However, the FDD is claiming it is still being excluded from key 
government institutions such as parliament and the armed forces.

<!-- /TEXT -->
<p></p><table border=1>
<tr><td><b>Country References / Region Of Origin</b></td><td>BURUNDI&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Territory References</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Region References</b></td><td>Central Africa&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Date of Event</b></td><td>22-Apr-2003&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Terrorist Group Type</b></td><td>Political&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Terrorist Group Name</b></td><td>Forces pour la D&#233;fense de la D&#233;mocratie (FDD)&nbsp;</td></
tr>
<tr><td><b>Terrorist Group Region of Origin</b></td><td>Central Africa&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Terrorist Group Country of Origin</b></td><td>BURUNDI&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Counterterrorist Group Type</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Counterterrorist Group Region of Origin</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Counterterrorist Group Country of Origin</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Counterterrorist Group Name</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Location of Attack - Region</b></td><td>Central Africa&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Location of Attack - Country</b></td><td>BURUNDI&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Event Type</b></td><td>Attack&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Terrorist Tactic</b></td><td>Other&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Terrorist Target</b></td><td>Domestic&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Terrorist Target Name</b></td><td>FDD artillery assault on Bujumbura, Burundi&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of Targeted Fatalities</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of Targeted Wounded</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of Perpetrator Fatalities</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of Perpetrator Wounded</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of Perpetrator Captured</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of non-target Fatalities</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of non-target Wounded</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Number of Kidnapped Personnel</b></td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td><b>Source</b></td><td>BBC News&nbsp;</td></tr>
</table>
<p></p><hr>
&copy; 2003 Jane's Information Group<br>
<font size=-1> (Note: Items from news/wire services are abstracted from the originals and are not verbatim)</font>
<br></body>
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